Abstract-Web automation programs offer a means for users to enhance the usability of the web. These programs can be published on a wiki or other repository, thereby making them available for use by other users. However, in addition to programs of broad usefulness to the community at large, these repositories also contain many programs that are unreliable or highly specialized to the needs of very small sub-communities. These less valuable programs clutter the repository and make it difficult to find the valuable web automation programs. In this paper, we evaluate a machine learning model distinguish between high-value and low-value web automation programs. We find that the model performs well for a wide range of different languages, purposes and configurations, indicating that the model could serve as an effective basis for future repository enhancements.
I. INTRODUCTION
The traditional view of the web is one where people manually click on links and fill in forms, but recent years have seen a proliferation of tools enabling people to create programs that automate user interactions with web sites. An example of a web automation program is the "mashup," which is a program that extracts, combines and visualizes data from multiple sites, thereby providing a synthesized view to support decisionmaking. For example, a user might construct a mashup that synthesizes news from ten websites to produce a unified feed of articles about Microsoft Corporation. An example of a tool to facilitate mashup creation is the Yahoo! Pipes programming environment, which allows users to create mashups that can retrieve, transform, and/or combine web data sources to produce a new feed [23] . For example, a Yahoo! Pipes mashup might plot news articles about Microsoft on a map, based on dates or city names mentioned in the stories.
By automating tedious, error-prone interactions with web sites, web automation programs offer a means for users to essentially enhance the usability of the web. Moreover, programs can be published on a wiki or other repository, thereby making them available for use by other users. For example, such a repository enables one user to run a Microsoft article mashup created by another user. Yet another user could copy the mashup and use it as a basis for a new program, such as a mashup that combines the original ten news sources with three additional sources to produce a timeline of articles about Samsung Corporation rather than Microsoft. Because they enable users to improve the web's usability in a shareable way, web automation programs are starting to be used in business [7] , science [6] , education [11] , disaster response [12] , public health [2] , national defense [4] , and digital government [24] .
With the rapid rise of interest in these programs, however, a scalability problem has emerged. A typical repository might contain thousands of these programs, but as few as 10% of these might be of value to the community at large [17] . The other 90% include programs that are unreliable, as well as those that are so highly personalized to particular users and are so hard to read or modify that it is inconvenient for others to customize the programs to meet their own needs. The proliferation of less valuable programs makes it difficult to find the reliable programs that would be valuable to the community.
Today's repository search engines are of little use for solving this problem, since they generally only match and sort based on keywords, with little consideration for whether users might deem each program to be of any value. For example, if a user wanted an aggregated newsfeed of articles about Microsoft, searching for "Microsoft news" would return 114 hits on the Yahoo! Pipes repository right now; approximately 10% of these are working feeds that synthesize news sources to produce a unified feed of news articles about Microsoft Corporation. The other 90% either are broken, retrieve only a few articles, or only draw from a single website. Some of them seem at first to be relevant and functional, but further investigation reveals that they do not work as expected. These less useful programs clutter search results and make it difficult to find desired functionality.
The image of "digging for diamonds" metaphorically describes our goal: helping community members to identify valuable programs, so that they can more consistently benefit from a repository. As a step toward achieving this goal, we evaluate a machine learning model that can identify end-user programs that are likely to be valuable to the community. This model could ultimately be used to enhance repository search engines. For example, an enhanced search engine might sort results for "Microsoft news" based on a combination of keywords and our model's assessment of programs' value, rather than just based on keywords alone.
In prior work, we prototyped our model for use on one particular repository of web automation programs, with four specific measures of the programs' value [17] . We evaluated the prototype model for that repository and found its accuracy to be comparable to that of more complex machine learning models, including those used in other areas of software engineering.
The new contributions of the current paper are to show:
1. The model's accuracy is comparable for other kinds of web automation programs, as well. This implies that the model could be used not just for our original repository, but also for recommending web automation programs in general.
The model's accuracy is comparable for a range of different measures of programs' apparent "value."
In particular, our model can be used to classify programs based on whether they are likely to be downloaded often, or based on whether they are likely to be copied often, or based on whether they are likely to provoke substantial interest by people (as reflected in quantities of online comments about the programs).
The model's accuracy is comparable for identifying programs that meet different thresholds of value.
Prior work tested how well the model could predict whether programs would have any value. Even if a program has some value (e.g., is downloaded once), it still might not be especially valuable. Our current work shows that the model is also good at finding "diamonds" in the repository that have high apparent value but have not yet been "discovered."
The model's accuracy is only slightly reduced by training
it on past data to predict future events. This means that a search engine could be configured based on data from the past few months and used to search through users' programs in the future. Without the ability to predict the future based on the past, such recommendations would not have been feasible.
Most of the model's accuracy derives from one
particular portion of the model, which incorporates information extracted from source code. This finding will help to reduce the amount of effort required for using our model in practice. Specifically, if a company wanted to use our model to improve a repository's search engine, then the company could start by integrating just the portion of our model that has performed so well, thereby obtaining most of the overall model's accuracy while expending only a fraction of the effort that would be required to integrate the overall model. Later, if desired, the company could expend the effort required to integrate the rest of the model. Our paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize related work aimed at helping end users to find and reuse programs from online repositories. In Section III, we describe our model and our datasets for testing it. In Section IV, we present the results of our analysis. We conclude in Sections V and VI by discussing limitations, conclusions and implications.
II. RELATED WORK Some of the newest and fastest-growing end-user code repositories contain thousands of web automation programs. Examples include the CoScripter web macro system, which lets users create scripts that automate browsing actions such as clicking on links and filling in forms [10] . Another example is Yahoo! Pipes, which are programs that retrieve lists of records via the RSS protocol from web sites, then combine and filter those records [23] . A third example is the UserScripts repository of "GreaseMonkey" scripts, whose purpose is to alter and enhance the HTML of web sites (e.g., by removing advertisements) [3] . For each of these systems, Figure 1 shows an example of a program that has not yet been "discovered" by users in the corresponding repository. Search engines are the main approach for digging through the thousands of programs that end users have uploaded to these and other repositories [5] [15] [20] [22] . Programs can also be tagged using a folksonomy [19] , then browsed by category. These approaches identify programs based on content (reflected in keywords, categories or tags) rather than value, so search results contain a mixture of programs with varying levels of value.
To help members of a community focus on programs that they might consider valuable, search engines typically sort results by numbers of downloads (e.g., [5] [10]) or based on ratings (e.g., [3] [5] [10] ). Yet download counts and ratings are not available until after a program has been downloaded and/or rated, and few are ever rated by these repositories' users. For example, right now, only 7% of UserScripts programs have been rated. Consequently, the repository's popularity-based sorting features essentially place the vast majority of programs in a blanket coarse-grained category of "unpopular" (or perhaps "not yet popular"), thus providing virtually no help in distinguishing highly valuable programs from less valuable programs. Moreover, as with most ratings by end users of online content [9] , ratings by end-user programs are skewed high. For example, right now, only 22% of rated UserScripts programs are rated neutral or lower. This strong bias suggests that even when ratings are available, they provide an incomplete view of programs' value.
In contrast, our model uses information available at the time of a program's creation, such as data computed through static analysis of programs, to identify "diamonds in the rough" that have perhaps not yet been rated but that are likely to be highly valued when they are discovered. Since almost all ratings are positive, we evaluate in this paper whether the model is useful for predicting which programs will accrue large numbers of ratings. In addition, we evaluate whether the model can predict other indicators of value (e.g., whether a piece of code will be downloaded often). These predictions, in turn, could be used to refine search results in the vast mass of cases where current approaches cannot be applied. This might enable users to more easily find the code that they need from search results.
Aside from the users, an online community's other human element is the system administrator, who diligently tries to cultivate a body of highly valuable programs. This typically includes reviewing programs and promoting the best on the home page or a blog (e.g., [5] [10] [15] [23]). However, this cultivation is limited, since system administrators do not have time to review every one of the hundreds of programs uploaded every week. Ideally, the repository should be able to identify the programs that are probably most valuable and bring them to the administrator's attention for consideration as worthy of promotion. Conversely, the repository might also identify the programs that are least likely to be valuable, so that the administrator can consider removing them. In this paper, we evaluate whether our model is suitable for these and other purposes aimed at helping system administrators.
III. APPROACH
Motivated by the limitations in existing repositories, our automated machine learning approach categorizes end-user web automation programs based on likelihood of high value, rather than content [17] . Evaluating the effectiveness of this approach requires several steps: characterizing the traits of programs to be used for predictions, identifying target thresholds for several indications of value, and finally testing the model. Here, we describe each step in detail.
A. Program Traits
Our model for identifying apparently valuable programs is a supervised machine learning model, meaning that it has two phases: training and usage. The training step infers a function that maps from objects to a category. In our case, the objects are programs, while the output categories are binary measures of program value. For example, given the goal of identifying programs that will be copied at least 1000 times, the training process will infer a function for identifying programs that likely will meet this threshold. Later, the inferred function can be applied to other programs to make predictions about their apparent value.
Because our approach uses machine learning to make predictions, we need to identify features of programs, which we call traits, that can be used in the machine learning algorithm. Moving from CoScripter to other repositories has required moderate changes to the set of traits used to drive the model. Many of the original 35 traits initially developed for CoScripter macros could also be computed in identical or analogous ways for Yahoo! Pipes and UserScripts (Table 1) . Other traits were very specific to CoScripter-for example, CoScripter supports a "mixed initiative" instruction, which pauses execution while the user performs an action manually, but Yahoo! Pipes and UserScripts do not support a similar instruction. Also, as discussed below, we acquired data from these two repositories by programmatically reading their websites rather than through internal server logs (which IBM provided for CoScripter), and this limited our ability to compute some traits that were based on history or code authorship. On the other hand, the new repositories presented features such as loops that CoScripter lacked, leading to 8 new traits. The other 19 of the 27 traits in Table 1 were computed as for CoScripter.
B. Measures of Value
The model attempts to predict a binary measure of program value. Note that it is impossible to know from a repository log how truly valuable a program is. Instead, the problem with designing a repository is to use various measures of value, or indicators of value, as proxies for the underlying value. Each of these measures may offer a different perspective on what might constitute "value" to different users (whether value for wholesale reuse, value for discussion, value for learning, and so forth). Therefore, by testing our model with a breadth of different measures, we can ascertain how well it works for many different perspectives of what constitutes value. The model attempts to predict binary rather than absolute measures of value. For example, we can assess value using a binary measure based on whether a program is run/installed at least a certain number of times, or whether a program is reviewed at least a certain number of times. The reason which motivated this in our prior work was information cascades [1] [17]: once user attention puts a program anywhere close to the top of search results, the amount of reuse rapidly accelerates. Thus, there is little meaningful difference between 1000 uses (for example) and 5000 uses.
Consequently, rather than developing a model to predict a precise absolute level of apparent value, we focus on providing a model that can predict if programs exceed at least a certain threshold or, in particular, if programs are at least in a certain 
" that will be in the top 25%; one use case for this prediction would be to identify promising programs that a system administrator should review to see if they deserve to be mentioned in a "Pick of the Week" blog. On the other hand, identifying programs in the lower quartile would make it possible to push those down in search results and perhaps even to recommend them for removal (or archiving) from the website.
To
The repositories provided us with the data needed to compute four indicators of program value:
•
UserScripts installs: number of times that a program was downloaded since its creation (Figure 2 ). For example, 25% of UserScripts had ≥ 300 installs ("diamonds"), so we set one threshold at that level. Conversely, only 25% of UserScripts failed to have ≥ 20 installs (providing a threshold distinguishing between programs of some versus very little apparent value). Due to the low numbers of UserScripts reviews and Yahoo! Pipes clones, we could compute only two distinct thresholds for those two indicators of value. Overall, these 4 indicators yielded 10 thresholds.
C. Training and Using the Model
During training, traits are used to automatically generate constraints that are generally satisfied by apparently valuable programs but rarely by the others. For example, number_of_comments ≥ 3 might be one inferred constraint, and another might be number_of_variables ≤ 2.
The training algorithm proceeds in three stages (Figure 3) . First, it determines if higher levels of the trait are positively or negatively related to higher levels of value; if the two are negatively related, then the trait is adjusted through multiplication by -1. Second, for each adjusted trait, the algorithm selects the constraint threshold that maximizes the difference between the proportion of high-value programs that meet the threshold, and the proportion of low-value programs that meet the threshold. Finally, the algorithm collects and returns the generated constraints. (Our prototype of the training algorithm previously included a step to discard traits where this difference in proportions was below a certain level, but experiments on the prototype showed that this extra step did not affect model accuracy much on average [17] , so we now omit this step.)
After "loading" the model with constraints in training, it can later be used to classify other programs as probably highor low-value (Figure 4) . Specifically, a program is classified as "valuable" if it matches at least β constraints.
We chose to create a new model, rather than simply use an existing algorithm such as a Bayesian classifier, because we wanted recommendations to be automatically explainable. Typical machine learning algorithms combine predictors into complex structures, such as a decision tree or a graph [14] . Explaining recommendations generated from complex models requires complex explanations [8] , which can be unintuitive to users [21] . Thus, we sought to combine predictors in a simple way that might yield concise explanations, which led us to our model based on a simple count of the number of predictors matched by a program.
Prior work showed that our model was empirically just as accurate as more complex models on CoScripter data [17] . Moreover, the accuracy of our model was comparable to that of other research that applies machine learning to software engineering problems. For example, TP ≈ FP + 0.3 for many defect prediction models [13] [16] . At this level of quality, such algorithms are adequate for focusing programmers' attention on particular pieces of code, and the programmers can then evaluate for themselves whether the code actually is worthy of further attention. Our current goal is to determine whether the model is again equally accurate for a broader range of web application programs and for a much broader range of configurations.
IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
Ten-fold cross-validation is the usual method used when training and evaluating a machine-learned model on data. We used this approach to evaluate the accuracy of our model, configurations of our model with specific data, and executions of our model using just a single trait at a time.
A. Evaluating Model Accuracy
To assess how well the model could handle the broad range of binary measures, we used the ten-fold validation typical of machine learning research. That is, we trained the model on 90% of data, tested it on the other 10%, then averaged results after repeating 10 times so each program could act as a test. We measure accuracy with False Positive (FP) and True Positive (TP) rates:
TP= # high-value programs labeled as high-value / # high-value programs FP= # low-value programs labeled as high-value / # low-value programs TP is the same as the recall measure used in information retrieval. FP is similar in purpose to information retrieval's precision measure, but FP is often preferred over precision, since FP is more robust than precision to small changes in data [13] . Raising β makes the model more selective, reducing FP as well as TP. Conversely, lowering β identifies more programs of interest and raises TP, but at the cost of also raising FP. Ideally, TP will rise faster than FP.
Testing the model on the 10 measures of value revealed that TP rose to between approximately 0.7 and 0.9 by the time that FP reached 0.4 ( Figure 5 ). This is the same range of accuracy previously attained on CoScripter data [17] , indicating that the model works well on various kinds of web automation programs. Accuracy was little affected by the specific binary thresholds chosen, indicating that the model is just as good at finding the most valuable programs as it is at finding the least valuable. Finally, the graphs in Figure 5 show little variation in accuracy even though they are based on different indications of value (installs, lines copied, reviews, and clones), indicating that the model works nearly equally well on multiple indications of value.
B. Using the Past to Predict the Future
Using the model to enhance repositories will require training on past data in order to make predictions about the apparent value of new programs that are created later. Training on one data set and testing on another ("data shifting") typically reduces a machine learning model's accuracy since, for some domains, the relationship between the output variable and the input variables can slowly change over time. For example, in our case, as a user population becomes more experienced, certain traits (e.g., code comments) might be less necessary for users to be able to successfully reuse programs.
To test how well the model performs in a data shifted scenario, we repeated the experiment above using the highest thresholds. However The model performed almost as well in the data shifted scenario as when training and testing on the same data set ( Figure 6 ). There was no noticeable loss of accuracy for UserScripts ("US" in Figure 6 ), but the TP for Yahoo! Pipes ("YP") did go down by as much as 0.2. (Similar results were obtained for other measures, not shown to conserve space.) The implication is that the relationship between program traits and value can indeed shift a bit over 6 months, though the resulting drop in accuracy does not appear to be precipitous. One way to address this drop would be to retrain the model more frequently than every 6 months. For example, perhaps it could be retrained offline each week to make predictions for the next week.
C. Assessing Incremental Value of Computing Traits
Before the machine learning model can be trained, each trait must be computed for each training program. This involves programming that requires time and effort. Before making this investment, repository designers might want to know how much incremental benefit could result from computing each trait.
Repository designers might also face decisions whose choices could prevent computing certain traits. For example, a designer might consider a peer-to-peer architecture rather than a centralized server, but this could prevent logging the data needed for computing history-based traits. Before making this choice, it would be useful to know how much the absence of history-based traits would reduce the model's accuracy.
To answer such questions, we repeated the "search for diamonds" experiment above using only subsets of traits ( Figure 7 ). For instance, the "only C" configuration tested the model using only code-based traits, while the "all but C" configuration included all traits except those based on code. To support comparability across configurations, we report the TP value when β is set so FP is 0.4.
In addition to the configurations whose results are presented by Figure 7 , we tested the model using each trait by itself. When using a single trait, the only valid setting for β is 1, making it impossible to tune β so FP=0.4. Consequently, for individual traits, we report the information value ) , ) , Figure   3 ). This value is precisely equivalent to the difference TP-FP that would result from making predictions using just that one trait by itself. Table 1 shows this numerical information value for each trait. (Although there are alternate possible measures of each trait's individual information value, this simple TP-FP measure proved most useful in prior work [17] .)
Of the four categories, we found that the code-based traits (followed by annotation-based traits) were most crucial for model accuracy. Comparing the "all" and "all but C" bars of Figure 7 shows that omitting code-based traits reduced TP only by approximately 0.12. In contrast, omitting history, URL, or annotation traits dropped TP by 0.07 or less. Turning to the "only C" bars, code-based traits alone did not perform as well for UserScripts as for Yahoo! Pipes. Yet for Yahoo! Pipes, code-based traits alone provided nearly the same accuracy as using all traits combined. History-based and URL-based traits were least useful.
Reviewing the results in Table 1 , most code-based traits had a TP-FP of at least 0.25. This individual accuracy was nearly as high as the TP-FP =0.8-0.4=0.4 that the group as a whole attained for Yahoo! Pipes ("only C" bar, Figure 7 ). This suggests that the code-based traits provided redundant information, and omitting a few might not reduce the "only C" group's total accuracy by much. In addition, repository designers might consider omitting some history-or URL-based traits, since virtually none of these performed well for both repositories (Table 1) , and since omitting each of them did not harm accuracy much overall ( Figure 7 ).
Our results resemble those found when testing traits on CoScripter repository logs [17] . In that work, code-based traits such as counts of comments, code length, and parameters performed best. History-based traits fared better for CoScripter than for UserScripts and Yahoo! Pipes, but many more historybased traits were possible for CoScripter because we had access to the repository's internal logs. Yet computing these history-based traits from internal logs required a great deal of programming to data-clean the logs. In contrast, the other three categories of traits can be computed with much less effort.
Overall, we conclude that the benefit-to-effort ratio of code-based traits is highest while that of history-based traits is lowest. Figure 7 . Model accuracy using subsets of traits (History, URL, Annotations, Code), revealing traits' relative benefit V. LIMITATIONS AND THREATS TO VALIDITY We have described a series of measurements evaluating the accuracy of a machine learning model that uses traits of web macros to predict measures of program value. We found overall that the model performs approximately as well as it did on two new repositories of web automation programs as it did on the repository where we initially prototyped the model. While these results are encouraging, our process embodies a number of limitations and threats to validity.
A. Limitations
The primary limitation of this approach is that it only predicts measures of program value, not program value directly. More precisely, it attempts to identify programs that will eventually be reused or reviewed, etc, given enough time (several months in our experiment) and interest by other users, rather than the programs that that would be considered valuable if somebody happened to have a need for them. The model's ability to predict program value could be assessed in future work by asking users directly about the value of programs, yielding a "gold standard" that we could then use to further evaluate the model.
A second limitation is that the model makes binary predictions rather than predictions of absolute levels of value.
Given that the binary model has performed well in this work, an investment of further effort is now justified in order to refine the model to make absolute predictions. If direct assessments of program value become available, for example after interviewing users, these assessments might be represented on a ratio rather than binary scale, so predicting value might inherently imply refining our model to make numeric rather than binary predictions.
A third limitation is related to the fact that the model only relies on traits that can be computed at the moment when a program is created. While this implies that the model can be used on programs as soon as they are created, thereby meeting one of our design goals, it also implies that the model does not take advantage of any information that might become available after the program is created. Future work could aim to identify and incorporate such traits (e.g., by integrating our model into collaborative filtering algorithms). The result would ideally be a model that can be applied in a basic form when a program is created, with increasing accuracy as more data becomes available.
B. Threats to Validity
Internal validity refers to the question of whether a causal relationship exists as claimed. In our context, the key question is whether the model's predictions of measures of value are accurate because the traits actually reveal information about why reuse or other value-indicative events occur. The alternative possibility is that the traits really offer little or no information about value, but that the model's accuracy instead resulted from statistical effects (such as random chance or from overfitting during machine learning). However, given that these traits have now generally performed well on repositories belonging to multiple communities, it would be surprising if statistical fluctuations were entirely the cause. While these considerations suggest that the model is a valid method for predicting value, we do not argue that our results show that modifying a program's traits in accordance with this model will cause higher reuse. Put concretely, for example, we have not shown that a user can make a program more likely to be reused by adding comments to it. Models (and theories, more broadly) can be useful for explaining phenomena, predicting phenomena, and/or designing things that affect those phenomena [18] . We have essentially shown that our model is useful for predicting the phenomena of high and low measures of program value; however, we have not yet shown that it is useful for guiding the design of programs in a way that raises or lowers value.
External validity, or generalizability, is concerned with the question of whether similar results would be obtained in other similar experiments. We have found that our model produces predictions that are roughly equal in accuracy across a range of different web automation programs and ten different measures/thresholds for assessing program value. This indicates broad and reliable generalizability across web application programs.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have evaluated the accuracy of an automated machine learning approach for categorizing web automation programs based on value. Using the model's accuracy on CoScripter macros in a prior experiment as a baseline, our latest experiment revealed similar accuracy when using the model for Yahoo! Pipes and UserScripts, with a range of different value indicators and value thresholds. These results indicate that the model works approximately as well for other kinds of web automation code and other indications of value, that it can predict at different levels of apparent value, and that it can predict value based on different value indicators. Accuracy was only slightly harmed by predicting future reuse events based on past rather than contemporary events. Overall, static codebased traits provided the best incremental benefit for relatively little effort. Consequently, repositories that do not yet have a community focus could benefit from our model, as they do not need ranking or commenting systems to benefit from this work, since they can identify valuable code from the artifacts alone.
A. Future Applications of Our Model
As a whole, these results indicate that the model can serve as an effective basis for future empirical studies (described in the preceding section) as well as for future repository enhancements that we will develop to help online communities obtain more value from shared code.
First, we will extend search engines to leverage predictions of code value. For example, when a search engine needs to break ties between programs that equally match a user's keyword query, these predictions could be used to highlight programs that are most likely to provide high value. Future work could integrate our model into collaborative filtering algorithms, thereby yielding a recommendation engine that can be applied in a basic form when a program is created, with increasing accuracy as more data becomes available.
Second, we note that users can control the code-based traits, which predicted value so well. For example, users could replace hardcoded literals with parameters and embed more comments. But since end users are often not trained in programming, they might not recognize opportunities to make these edits. Thus, we will experiment with developing automated design critics that explain why the code might not be of optimal value to the community, and then give users suggestions about how to improve code's value. The relatively simple structure of our model, compared to alternate models that we evaluated in prior work [17] , will make it relatively straightforward to generate these explanations. These critics might even offer to automate certain changes. We expect that users will be motivated to take such advice if doing so is easy, if they find that doing so increases the value of code to themselves, and if they consider it worthwhile to provide value to the community.
Third, we will offer enhanced repository-management tools to system administrators. For example, we can provide a repository "dashboard" to give system administrators a list of likely-high-value programs (that might deserve to be advertised on the front page) as well as a list of likely-low-value programs (that might deserve to be archived from the website).
B. Moving from Finding Code to Adapting Code
Having made progress on identifying valuable end-user code in repositories, we will now also start to focus on helping users to benefit from the less valuable code in repositories. These repositories contain thousands of programs that do not run correctly, that are over-specialized for the needs of a particular person. These problems are not unique to web automation programs but rather are a broader problem with code written by end users. Even code written by relatively sophisticated end users, such as engineers and scientists, are often "uncommented spaghetti code" [5] . The reason is that unlike professional programmers, end users write code to meet their needs of the moment, but that code therefore might not meet future needs or community needs.
Professional programmers encounter similar problems when they reuse code, but they can rely on training and experience to diagnose, repair and extend code so they can incorporate it into new programs. By studying how professionals perform these tasks, and then embedding that expertise into automated assistants, we hope to help end-user programmers more fully benefit from code provided by online communities.
